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	body: The Honorable Peter ButtigiegSecretary of TransportationU.S. Department of Transportation1200 New Jersey Avenue, SEWashington, DC 20590Dear Secretary Buttigieg:On behalf of BOMA International, representing commercial real estate professionals, I am writing to express support for the Transbay Joint Powers Authority’s (TJPA) application for the FY25-26 Mega Program. The project described in this application will fund 100% of the final design for the Downtown Rail Extension’s (DTX) 1.8-mile tunnel between the Salesforce Transit Center and a new underground rail station at Fourth and Townsend Streets. Finishing this design work in the critical next step needed to begin construction of the tunnel which is the pathway for Caltrain and California high-speed rail to bring electrified rail passenger service into the heart of downtown San Francisco. The DTX will serve both regional and megaregional commuters on Caltrain and the future High-Speed Rail service and will complete a decades-long program to bring many modes of public transportation in the Bay Area under one roof.This project will knit together the Bay Area and the surrounding megaregion through a seamless rail system. TJPA has already built a state-of-the-art multi-modal transit center in downtown San Francisco, developed one of the largest transit-oriented neighborhoods west of Chicago, and secured all of the environmental clearances necessary to build the DTX. Providing the funding requested in this application will bring us one step closer to what is quite literally the last mile of this long journey.The DTX will help grow Caltrain commuter rail service between San Francisco and San Jose, and it is critically important to the ultimate success of high-speed rail from Los Angeles to San Francisco. Indeed, for the high-speed rail system, you can’t get there from here without the DTX. The project will also complete a multi-modal transit hub by connecting the many regional public transportation services in a seamless system that will decrease commuters’ reliance on automobiles. It will also help revitalize San Francisco’s economic core which is struggling to recover from the pandemic and the rise of remote work. This project directly advances the Biden Administration’s ambitious climate change and environmental justice goals, while improving safety and mobility benefits for diverse populations throughout Northern California.Thank you for your consideration.Sincerely,Sam LopezDirector of Federal Affairs,BOMA International


